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Who am I?

A PhD student in Japan who spent most of his graduate school life in Taiwan.

A 10 years street dancer.

A trilingual speaker. (Mandarin, English, Japanese)

A two-time Meta intern.
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An unified understanding 
of voice conversion 

techniques
Just a personal opinion!

● Definition and goal
● Sidestory:

An observation in top conf papers
● My understanding of VC techniques
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Voice conversion (VC)

Definition: converts one kind of speech to another while keeping the linguistic content.

Doesn’t have to be speaker conversion! Applications:

● Speaker conversion (Detective Conan, deepfake, etc.)
● Accent conversion (international customer service)
● Electrolarygeal conversion (speech organ disability)
● …and more

4https://techcrunch.com/2021/08/31/sanas-aims-to-convert-one-accent-to-another-in
-real-time-for-smoother-customer-service-calls/

https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2021/10/14/huge-bank-fraud-uses-de
ep-fake-voice-tech-to-steal-millions/?sh=3eb9bf375591



Ultimate goal of voice conversion: augmented communication

Physical condition of the human body often limits the production of speech.

It’s easy to think of new VC application! 5

Ex 1. Deficient control of the organs
         → accented voice
Solution: Convert into native speech

Ex 2. Damaged speech organs
         → severe vocal disorders
Solution: Speaking aid devices to restore 
natural voice.



Side story… you might have heard these papers:
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Speech-related papers getting accepted to top confs! But…
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.09420.pdf



Representation learning is hot! But…
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2110.14513.pdf



Here’s a recent one…
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ICLR 2022.
https://arxiv.org/pdf/
2109.13821.pdf



The truth is…
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best autoencoder-based



To me, there are only two approaches to voice conversion…
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Black-box function: how people did voice conversion 30 years ago

12Requires a parallel dataset to learn the mapping (a.k.a. parallel VC)

Given an input speech segment (a frame, several frames, the whole 
sentence…), convert without knowing what the content is.



Only black-box VC without parallel data: Cycle-GAN VC
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https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=9262021

Parallel VC: requires a training dataset, with 
same contents from source and target speakers.
Nonparallel VC: does not require the above.



What would you do if you were asked to perform VC ?

https://www.theverge.com/2019/8/14/20805676/engineer-ai-artificial-intelligence-
startup-app-development-outsourcing-humans

Arturo de Albornoz@Flickr
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Conan’s example

15
C. Hsu, H. Hwang, Y. Wu, Y. Tsao, and H. Wang, “Voice conversion from 
non-parallel corpora using variational autoencoder,” Proc. APSIPA 2016

 VAE-VC [Hsu; ‘16]
◦ Learns to automatically...

◦ extract linguistic content
◦ model speaker identity



Recognition-synthesis based voice conversion (Rec-syn VC)
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Rec-syn VC is … everywhere!

Best model architecture for parallel VC: Voice Transformer Network 

17

Huang, W., Hayashi, T., Wu, Y., Kameoka, H., Toda, T. (2020) Voice Transformer Network: Sequence-to-Sequence Voice 
Conversion Using Transformer with Text-to-Speech Pretraining. Proc. Interspeech 2020, 4676-4680



Rec-syn VC is … everywhere!

And of course… the autoencoder family.
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AUTOVC

STARGAN-VC

AdaIN-VC

VQMIVC

VQVC IDE-VC



Rec-syn VC is … everywhere!

How about just concatenating separately trained ASR and TTS model?
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Huang, W., Hayashi, T., Watanabe, S., Toda, T. (2020) The 
Sequence-to-Sequence Baseline for the Voice Conversion 
Challenge 2020: Cascading ASR and TTS. Proc. Joint 
Workshop for the Blizzard Challenge and Voice 
Conversion Challenge 2020, 160-164



Rec-syn VC is … everywhere!

A more general idea of concatenating separately trained recognition and synthesis models
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Rec-syn VC is … everywhere!

One can use different intermediate 
representations.

Separately trained rec-syn VC systems 
are still dominant even up to now.
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Voice conversion for 
dysarthric speech
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A medical application



What is dysarthria?

A type of speech disorder caused by disruptions in the neuromotor interface

Dysarthric speech: unnatural and unintelligible speech, ex. phoneme loss, unstable prosody, and 
imprecise articulation. 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1xhYBNn5n8


Dysarthric voice conversion: two directions
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Goal:
1. High quality naturalness & correct intelligibility level
2. Maintaining the speaker identity of the source speaker



Problem: naturally lowno-resourced
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Patient
dysarthric

speech

Patient
converted

speech
Speaker 
identity Patient Patient

Naturalness
& Intelligibility Low High

?

Impossible 
to collect!



Past work: record a parallel corpus from a normal reference speaker
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Patient
dysarthric

speech

Reference
converted

speech
Speaker 
identity Patient Reference 

speaker
Naturalness

& Intelligibility Low High

VC model

We want the converted speech to sound like the patient!



How about… a two-stage approach for maintaining identity?
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Patient
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speech

Reference
converted
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Patient
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(VAE)

enhanced maintained



Generalizable to both directions!
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D2N VC

N2D VC



Evaluation

Improve intelligibility (WER: 94% → 75.8%)

Improve naturalness (MOS: 2.37 → 2.65)

Barely maintain patient’s identity (49%)

Achieve good naturalness results

Mimic the dysarthric characteristics

Convert away from the reference speaker’s identity

Poorly maintain the source speaker’s identity
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D2N VC

N2D VC



Demo samples

D2N VC: https://unilight.github.io/Publication-Demos/publications/dvc-vtn-vae/index.html

N2D VC: https://unilight.github.io/Publication-Demos/publications/n2d-vc/index.html
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https://unilight.github.io/Publication-Demos/publications/dvc-vtn-vae/index.html
https://unilight.github.io/Publication-Demos/publications/n2d-vc/index.html


Takeaways

Ultimate goal of voice conversion: augmented communication

There are two kinds of voice conversion techniques: black-box, recognition-synthesis

Recognition-synthesis is the mainstream.

Separately training is currently still better than joint training.
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